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An analytical method based on a new theoretical model for the x-ray energy responses of silicon
surface-barrier (SSB) detectors has been proposed. This method may address a recent confusing
issue in the x-ray detection characteristics of SSB semiconductor detectors; that is, the x-ray
responses of SSB detectors as well as p-i-n diodes used in underbiased operations were recently
found to be contrary to the commonly held belief that the x-ray sensitivity of an SSB detector
is determined by the thickness of the depletion layer. The model presented includes a signal
contribution from thermally diffusing charge that is created in the field-free substrate region
within a diffusion length from the depletion layer along with a signal contribution from charge
created in the depletion layer. This model predicts a large signal contribution from the
charge-diffusion effect on the SSB responses to high-energy x rays. Formulas and calculated
results supporting SSB calibration data have been represented. These analytical methods might
be developed to apply the analyses and predictions of energy responses of various types of silicon
detectors including p-i-n diodes as well as charge-coupled devices.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in controlled thermonuclearfusion research require detailed analyses of plasmaelectron behavior temporally and spatially. For this purpose, an x-ray tomographic-reconstruction
techniquelm6 is
employed as one of standard plasma-diagnostic methods in
various types of plasma-confinement devices. ‘-I3 In particular, silicon surface-barrier (SSB) detectors have been
widely u~ed,*-‘~ since they are easily handled and commercially available with a low cost.
However, a serious and important problem was recently found on the x-ray energy response; that is, a conventional and standard method of analyzing SSB data using the thickness of the depletion layer alone is not valid
under current-mode operational conditions. 13,l4 Data using
two x rays at 8 and 17.5 keV have suggested’that a possibility of the x-ray-sensitive region is not a depletion layer
but a silicon-wafer thickness.t3 In fact, SSB wafer thicknesscs were employed as x-ray-sensitive regions for analyzing x rays from tokamak plasmas.‘3 If the wafer is essential
to x-ray sensitivity, then we can easily design hard-x-ray
detectors using thick silicon substrates, which are easily
manufactured. This is quite attractive; however, after the
publication of these papers, further research on the x-ray
energy response of SSB detectors has not been made, and
this mysterious but quite important problem for precise
analyses of SSB data on x-ray radiation has not been solved
even at this time. Furthermore, this strange and ambiguous
property of the SSB detectors seems.to discourage the use
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of SSB detectors for precise analyses of plasma-electron
physics because of the lack of the analytical principle of
SSB data.
In this paper, we propose a new theoretical model,
which may correct the misunderstanding of the x-ray response characteristics of SSB detectors.
Our theoretical model, motivated by these important
results,13’14 may be extended to various types of solid-state
detectors; for instance, charge-coupled devices (CCD) 15-‘*
and a multichannel array of silicon detectors (e.g., a linear
image sensor”). Also, another purpose of this paper is to
address this confusing situation and to generalize a systematic understanding of such solid-state detector responses.
An essential physical mechanism of our treatment adding to the conventional theory using the depletion layer is
based on the inclusion of the thermal-diffusion effect of the
charge that is created by incident x rays penetrating
through the depletion layer and being absorbed in the
silicon-substrate region. This diffusion effect may become a
dominant term particularly for the 10 keV range x rays for
widely used SSB detectors with a depletion-layer thickness
of a few hundred pm. This effect enhances the x-ray sensitivity of SSB detectors in this high-energy x-ray range as
compared with the conventionally estimated x-ray sensitivity using the depletion-layer thickness alone. Consequently, the contents and the physical interpretations in
most of the previously reported research using x-ray data
with SSB detectors (as well as p-i-n diodes in underbiased
operations) should be carefully checked again and modified particularly for the discussions from data on such
high-energy x rays. On the other hand, in a lower-energy
region, the validity of the usage of the depletion-layer
thickness alone is consistently confirmed even by this new
theory; in this energy range, appreciable x-ray transmission
through the depletion layer does not occur. In fact, the
x-ray response data using synchrotron radiation in the
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FIG. 1. Schematic structure of a partially depleted silicon surface-barrier
(SSB) detector. A ps-type silicon with an aluminum entrance window
(an electrode) is employed. Note that there exist no electric field in the
substrate and a strong electric field in the vertical direction of the depletion laver.

0.06-0.9 keV energy region” have been fitted by the theory, although some quantum effects including an x-rayabsorption near-edge structure (XANES) make a small
deviation from the calculated result.
Furthermore, the validity of our theoretical analyses of
the x-ray response of SSB detectors has been demonstrated
by the 5-20 keV x-ray data using synchrotron radiation
from a storage ring at the Photon Factory of the National
Institute of High Energy Physics;21 in this-experiment, we
have employed similar techniques when calibrating a microchannel plate as an x-ray detector.22-z5
In this paper, we describe our theoretical model for the
x-ray sensitivity of SSB detectors in detail. A forthcoming
paper will be prepared for presenting both our experimental data and a comparison between this theory and the
data?
II. A THEORETICAL

MODEL

Our theoretical model of the x-ray responses of SSB
detectors is developed under a configuration of a widely
used detector structure for plasma x-ray diagnostics (Fig.
1). Such a configuration is supplied as an R series fabricated by EG&G Ortecz6 and Tennelec,” etc.; the R series
detectors are prepared for avoiding a response to visible
light by using a light-proof aluminum electrode on the
detector surface. A rear-side gold electrode with an ohmic
contact is negatively biased; therefore, electrons created by
incident photons drift to the grounded aluminum electrode. A thin silicon-dioxide dead layer ( - 100 h;) beneath
the aluminum electrode partially attenuates the incident
photons; attenuation of photons occurs in the electrode as
well.
A voltage applied to the electrodes creates a depletion
layer; charge created by incident photons in the depletion
layer is quickly swept along a strong electric field produced
by the applied voltage. The conventional and standard
model is constructed under the above-described scheme.
In this paper, the importance of charge created by the
x ray in the silicon substrate (p+-type silicon for the R
series) below the depletion layer is introduced in addition
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to the above ctinventional scheme; this field-free region
essentially contributes to the high-energy x-ray response of
SSB detectors. as seen below. Charge created in the substrate does not experience an electric field but drifts slowly
by a thermal-diffusion process. A fraction of the charge is
recombined with impurity ions through the diffusion process. A direct recombination probability between an electron and a hole created is negligibly small. Charge reaching
the depletion-layer boundary (at the bottom surface of the
depletion layer in Fig. 1) is then detected as a signal at the
aluminum electrode after drifting through the depletion
layer. The charge-diffusion length L, which is comparable
to the e-folding length of the charge population due to the
charge recombination, is estimated from the relation of
L’=Dr.
Here, D and r are a diffusion coefficient and the
lifetime of the charge, respectively. The Einstein relation
provides the equation of D=pkT/e;
here, ,x, k, T, and e are
the mobility of the charge, the Boltzmann constant, a detector temperature in K, and the electronic charge, respectively. For minority carriers (electrons) in p-type silicon, p
is around 1.3-1.5~ 10” cm2 (V s)-’ at 300 K with an impurity doping of 10”-10’3 cm-‘. These values lead to the
constant D of 34-39 cm2 s-l. The value of L is then estimated to be 75 pm with 7 of 1.7-1.4 ps (see Refs. 15-17).
These are reasonable values for standard siliconsemiconductor devices.
This estimation of L provides an important physical
picture of the diffusion effect in the x-ray responses of SSB
detectors; that is, an essential length of the charge-diffusion
process in a substrate for SSB signal ranges of- 50-100
,um. “-” This predicts that the thickness of a silicon wafer
itself is unfortunately not essential to the SSB signal, sirice
the charge created deeply in the substrate is recombined
before reaching a depletion layer or an electrode. This
property is also convenient to the calculation of the SSB
response, since the cylindrical-boundary
effect of the detector with a radius a of about 1 cm (for instance, a
boundary-reflection. effect of the charge) is negligible as
compared with the -total amount of directly diffusing
charge from the substrate to the depletion layer.
Under these physical, pictures, the following calculations of charge collection from both of the depletion layer
and the substrate have been carried out.
A. A one-dimensional

charge;diffusion

model

In this subsection, we treat one-dimensional analyses
of a charge-diffusion process in a silicon substrate. In general, one-dimensional methods are often employed because
of their simplicity; whereas, the actual situation requires
three-dimensional analyses because of the homogeneity of
the charge-diffusion direction in the substrate. Nevertheless, the one-dimensional treatment (see Fig. 2) is convenient to make a rough estimation for the diffusion effect. In
Sec. II B, we solve a three-dimensional diffusion equation,
and then each result is compared for constructing a physical picture of the diffusion effect (see Sec. III).
A generalized diffusion equation is written as
Cho et al.
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The above generalized treatment is rewritten by using
familiar parameters for the analyses of SSB-detector signals as follows:

V’n-g

n=kIo
0

a silicon

substrate

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the one-dimensional model for analyzing a
charge-diffusion process in the substrate. The upper surface of the substrate is connected with the bottom surface of the depletion layer. X rays
absorbed at the point 0 (z=O) create charge, and then the charge diffuses
along the x axis (one-dimensional model). The source point z=O exists at
the depth d, from the bottom surface of the depletion layer (or from the
upper surface of the substrate). Note that the diffusion distance from z=O
to this surface equals d, or z.
.

div(D grad 4) -Z$+S=~

dn

,

where 4 is a “charge flux” described as nv, n and v are the
density and the velocity of charge created in a substrate by
x rays, respectively, and Z is the charge-recombination coefficient (see below). The source charge s is created by
incident x rays, and hence s is explicitly written per a unit
time and a unit volume by using the incident x-ray intensity, its absorption rate in the substrate, and the chargecreation probability due to the x-ray absorption (see below).
In our case, the substrate is uniform; therefore, the first
term on the left-hand side of G. ( 1) is written as
D div grad 4 = DV’$,

(2)

where V2 is the Laplacian, and D is the diffusion coefficient
of the charge.
As we estimate earlier, the recombination time +r
ranges a few ,us. Also, the temporal behavior of x-ray radiation from our plasmas varies slowly on the order of
several ms. Therefore, the time scale of the diffusion process is sufficiently short compared with the temporal variation of the source x rays, which produce a “charge flux”
4 in the substrate. Under this situation, the term including
a time derivative is ignored; that is; a quasisteady state for
the charge-diffusion process is treated as described above.
This situation is valid for quasisteady current-mode operations of SSB detectors, particularly with the use of an
integrator with a time constant of more than a few tens of
,us; this is again guaranteed by the slowly varying plasma
x-ray emission with time. (In a pulse-height analysis mode,
the shaping time should be shorter than the diffusion time
if one wants to escape from this diffusion effect. This is
valid even for analyzing charged-particle energy analyses
when they transmit a depletion layer.)
In this case, Eq. ( 1) is simplified as
DV2+@+s=0.
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where n is again the charge density in the diffusion region;
an x-ray flux I,, with an energy E is incident to the upper
surface of the diffusion region and then decreases to
I,, exp( -@,)
at the depth of d, from the surface. The
value of E stands for the energy required to create an
electron-hole pair. The values of y and p denote the silicon
mass-absorption coefficient and the mass density, respectively. The minority-carrier diffusion length L is written as
the square root of the ratio of D to B in the substrate; i.e.,
L2= D/Z.
Under the assumption of the one-dimensional approximation, the continuity equation ( 1) is written as
2

~-$=$Io ($p exp(-ppd,).

(5)

To solve &. (5), it is useful to consider the physical picture of Eq. (5). The right-hand side of Eq. (5) denotes a
source term at the location of created charge due to x-ray
absorption; here, d, denotes the depth from the bottom
surface of the depletion layer to the source location 0 (see
Fig. 2). To treat the diffusion of the created charge by
using Eq. (5), the origin of the z axis (z=O) is introduced
at the location of the x-ray-absorbed point for each absorption event. Therefore, the distance from the location of the
source charge created by x rays to the lower surface of the
depletion layer is written as z= 1d,l as seen in Fig. 2. This
length d, or z is essential for the calculation of the diffusing
charge from the source location to the lower surface of the
depletion layer. The total x-ray absorption along the x-ray
path in the z direction is, therefore, obtained by the integration over d, or z, after the individual contribution of the
charge created at the depth d, and diffusing through the
distance z= 1d,l is solved [see below; in particular E!q.
( 13)]. This source term in Eq. (5) becomes zero except at
the source position of z=O for an x-ray-absorption event
occurred at a “depth d,” from the bottom surface of the
depletion layer. From the viewpoint of the one-dimensional
approximation, we can assume that charge diffusing from
the source position z=O flows only in the upward and the
downward directions (Fig. 2). A fraction of the flow directed upward alone reaches the bottom surface of the depletion layer (its diffusion distance being z= 1d, I), and
then is quickly swept to the aluminum electrode (much
faster than the recombination time). Here, we define a tlow
density of the charge as J(z), and we imagine a cylinder
that encloses the source (Fig. 2). The relation between J
and s is described as

(3)

This is a steady-state diffusion equation or the Helmholtz
equation.
3365
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where It denotes the x-ray intensity at a depth of d, from
the upper surface of the substrate (or the bottom surface of
the depletion layer).. This is the condition for the source.
At z#O, Eq. (5) is written as

d”#
4
-J-g-3=0.

(7)

The solution of Eq. (7), -which converges at z-+ co, is obtained in the form of
+=A

(8)

exp( --z/L).

Equation ( 10) may be read that a source-charge s created at a depth d, diffuses and decreases with an e-folding
length of L, and then the fraction of ($exp(-z/L)
reaches the surface of the depletion layer from the depth
d, Also, at d, incident x rays attenuate and the intensity I1
becomes IO exp ( -ppd,) . (For simplicity, the subscripts of
p and p for a silicon will be omitted hereafter.) Therefore,
the charge diffusing to the depletion layer from the depth
d, with the distance of z (z= ldZl ; see again Fig. 2) is
described as
J==iexp(

-~)=~Lo($~exp(--~~z)exp(

-i).

The relation between J and I$ is written by using D as

The integral over z from 0 to the thickness of the substrate d, gives a total charge Q, which diffuses from the
substrate to the bottom surface of the depletion layer, and
results in a part of the SSB output signal,

J=-D$.
I

Thus, we obtain

(10)

J=qexp(T)=iexp(<).

Here, it is noted again that a factor of f comes from the
one-dimensional flow in both of the upward and the downward directions.
The physical meaning of J is understood from a comparison between Eq. (9) and the first term of the left-hand
side of Eq. ( 1); that is, the term div J gives a “leak rate”
from the volume which includes the source. In other
words, this term denotes the rate of charge diffusion from
the volume, which is not recombined in the volume and is
reached at the surface surrounding the volume. In our
case, this volume corresponds to the region of the substrate
and the surface is the bottom of the depletion layer. The
other boundary of the substrate does not work as a chargecollection electrode or is sufficiently “far” as compared
with the diffusion length. Furthermore, in the bottom region of the substrate, incident x rays themselves become
weak because of their exponential attenuation due to the
substrate; therefore, the charge reaching the rear electrode
is negligible when we use a “thick” substrate as compared
with a scale length of (pp)-‘.
This property is also confirmed by a volume integral of
Fq. ( 1) as follows:
$ JndV=IsdY-

J2cjdY--

JdivJdV.

(11)

Each term on the right-hand side of Eq. ( 11) denotes
a source rate in the volume V, a recombination rate in V,
and a “leak” rate from the volume V, respectively, since
the third term is replaced by SJ dS where S is the surface
surrounding the volume Y. Consequently, in a quasisteady
state, the “leak” rate of the charge reaching the surface S
is described as a subtraction between the source term and
the recombination term. From the above consideration, we
focus our interest on the calculation of J for estimating the
diffusion effect.
3366
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QD=

J-l’ i exp( -:)dz

=fIo(~)ppJ~seq?[

-(w+$]dz

=&(5)ppz,L[l--enp[
- (w+-$]],
(13)
where Q, stands for the sum of the diffusing charge fraction reaching the depletion layer; here, the charge is created along the x-ray path. In the case of a thick substrate
[i.e., L(d, and (pp)-‘<d,l,
Eq. (13) is then approximately rewritten as
1

QD+O

E
PPL
0 E pp%-1’

(14)

On the other hand, the contribution of charge created
in the depletion layer Qdepis written as

dS\

substrate
z=o
(source
location)

FIG. 3. Schematic view of the three-dimensional model for the chargediffusion process in the substrate. The upper surface corresponds to the
bottom surface of the depletion layer. Charge diffusing from the source
(point P) to the depletion layer is calculated.
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ddep, and the incident x-ray intensity into the upper surface
of the depletion layer I@ is related to IO as

rup exp( -pp)dz

Qciep = Idep

E

= Idep

IO = Idep exP ( -PPddep

0

; [I--exp(-w&,,>l,

(15)

where the thickness of the depletion layer is denoted by

Qt= Qdep-I- QD=&,

1.1 --exP( --P&e,)

‘Iplas exp ( -kio,

I+;

Using Eqs. (14) and ( 15), a total charge Q, obtained
with the SSB detector due to an x-ray intensity from plasmas Iphs is written as

eXP( -/@dep)

Psio&ead exP ( -pa

(16)

).

--$$

I
1-,exP(--W’&,)

P,&lect)

+; exp( -,$dep)

(17)

where the subscripts dead and elect denote the dead layer
and the electrode, respectively (see Fig. 1) .
In previous papers on CCD detectors,“-”
a similar
formula to Eq. (17) was reported as x-ray response except
for a factor of i on the right-hand side of Eq. ( 17). This is
quite reasonable since these CCD papers assume upward
diffusion alone for the response calculation. The result of
Eq. (17) is modified in the following subsection so as to
include a three-dimensional effect; however, such similar
responses in SSB and CCD detectors suggest a possibility
of a widely existing physics principle in these solid-state
detectors. In turn, such a finding of general physics principles may suggest possibilities of the developments of various designs of new-type detectors.

1 d/@(r)
Fdr
dr

charge-diffusion

model

(18)

This equation is solved using a similar method treated in
Sec. II A. At any location except the source position, Eq.
( 18 ) is described as
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$09 =o.

lim4?r?J( r) = s.

(20)

r-0

Here, we imagine a sphere with a radius r surrounding the
location of the source s( r=O) in place of the cylinder (Fig.
2) used for solving Eq. (6). Thus, J(r) is described as

-

&t!=

&

,$g

’

(r-fl)exp(

(21)

-i)?

where

In this section, a three-dimensional charge-diffusion
equation is solved for evaluating SSB detection characteristics under a rather reliable situation as compared with the
assumption for the simplified one-dimensional analysis
treated in Sec. II A. An essential difference of the physical
picture for the three-dimensional treatment is charge diffusion allowed in every direction; therefore, we introduce a
three-dimensional diffusion equation ( 18) (see below) for
charge created in the “substrate in place of Eq. (5). For the
physical picture of the charge-collection process, similar
treatments explained in the one-dimensional treatment in
Sec. II A are valid except the diffusion direction; this
makes it possible to absorb ourselves in solving a rather
complicated Eq. ( 18) under our physical understanding
constructed in Sec. II A. The three-dimensional diffusion
equation is written as
dg(r)
1 d
iTs+=z-

1

The relation between J and s is given by

J=

B. A three-dimensional

-z

(22)
At a depth of d from the upper surface of the substrate, I1
is related to 1, as
I1 =I0 exp( -,upd).

(23)

As noted in the one-dimensional treatment, d may be replaced by z for the x-ray incidence along the z axis. Charge
created at this point P (Fig. 3) diffuses in every direction.
As described in Sec. II A, charge reaching the bottom surface of the depletion layer contributes to a SSB signal.
Therefore, we at first calculate the total charge R(z) from
the point P to the depletion-layer surface. Here, it is convenient to use the relation of ?=3+zs
(see Fig. 3).
Charge diffusing from P to an area dS with a radius of y
and a width of dy (Fig. 3) is then defined as dR(y), and is
written by dR(y) =2?ryJ(r)dy.
The total charge R(z) is now obtained by
Cho et al.
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R(z)=

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (25)
partially contributes to Wo, and is defined by W,. This is
described as

= 2nyJ(r)dy

s .y=o
=

=2+
I r=I

(i+l)exp(

-f)r&

exp(
-pp4El

.=f IO :
0

&exp(

x Jr”

-ppz)

(%i)q(

-s)dr.

As we discussed in Sec. II A, most of the charge
from the substrate region comes within a length
times L below the depletion layer. The radius a
larger than L; therefore, Eq. (24) is approximately
as

(24)
diffusing
of a few
is much
written

(30)

For our partially depleted SSB detector, an approximation of d,+ CO is also utilized under the condition of
d,>L; in this case, the calculated result from Eq. (30)
using the Laplace transform is
W,=$I,(E/e)ln(l

+,upL).

(31)

Thus, the total charge diffusing from the substrate due
to a unit x-ray intlux 1e onto a unit area of the bottom
surface of the SSB depletion layer is described as
(32)

+ IEz
=;I0

0

The contribution from the depletion layer is the same
form as Eq. ( 15 ) . Therefore, using Eqs. ( 15) and (32) the
totally collected charge Qr created in both a depletion
layer and a sufficiently thick substrate is described as

i ew (-i)dr]

E pPexp(--PPz)

QT=&~

exP( -Psio, Psio&,d)exP(

-PM pti&ect)

0

(25)
X 1 -exp(
1

where El (x) is the exponential integral” and is defined by
exp(-t)
J%
(xl= J-00
t
x

dt.

4

w,=

I 0

R (z)dz.

(27)

It is again noted that under the condition of L(a - 10 mm
cylindrical boundary effects are negligible; thus, this calculated result also represents a total response of the SSB
detector for a unit intensity of well-collimated x-ray influx
(a quasiparallel beam) even if the influx is incident on the
whole detector surface.
The contribution of the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (25) to W. is defined by WI, and is described
as
wl=kIo(

t)pp

ldsexp[

- (Ilp+$z]dz.-
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)I

,uPL
-+ln(l+ppL)
cLpL+ 1

,

(33)

where the three-dimensional treatment for the diffusion effect is utilized.
For the derivation of Eq. (32), we assume the relation
of a>L to avoid mathematical complexity. In actual experiments, this relation is easily satisfied when we use a collimator with a radius of less than a-c placed just in front of
a SSB surface (the length of c being a few times larger than
L). When we explicitly express the terms including a, we
then merely add the following terms to the value of W. in
Eq. (32); that is,

-erfc(

F)

]exp( g

(L2p2p2-2))

(34)
where

(28)

This is the same form as Eq. (13) from the onedimensional treatment. Thus, at the limits of L<d, and
(pp)-‘(d,
WI then becomes
wlqo

-pp&J

(26)

In Eq. (25), we use the characteristics of El (x); that is,
E, (x) decreases quickly with increasing x.
We then integrate over i from 0 to the thickness of the
substrate d; this integration W. corresponds to a scan of
the source point P in the substrate along the x-ray path in
the z direction,

5

(29)

erfc(z)=l-erf(z)=lHere, the terms including the error function come from the
integral of
IO;

Jod’exp[ -(ppz+q)]dz,
Cho et a/.
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[see Eq. (24) with the assumption of L -z(a].
In place of the relation of d,>L, even if d, merely
satisfies the relation of d,>L, then the dependence of
guarantees a remarkable
charge diffusion, r- t exp ( -r/L),
diffusion contribution represented by Eq. (32). This is also
found in Eq. (25); that is, for the values of E,(z/L),
the
ratio of E1 (2L/L) to E, (0.5L/L) is merely about 0.087.
From this fact, in the region of z>2L the contribution of
the diffusion effect is quite small. [Also; note that the second term including E, (z/L) in Eq. (25) is always larger
than the first term in Eq. (25).] This characteristic of a
short-length contribution of the diffusion is analogous to
quickly decreasing nuclear force with increasing the distance; this nuclear force is written by the well-known
Yukawa potential equation,29 which is the same form as
our equation.
Furthermore, for SSB detectors with d,zL, a fraction
of the diffusion effect becomes somewhat smaller as compared with the above-calculated result; in this case, one
may easily carry out the calculations of the diffusion
amount according to the same integrals although the upper
integral limits are changed. The characteristics of these
SSB detectors resemble the responses of p-i-n diodes in a
fully biased operation or in a completely depleted diode
operation; under such operating conditions, there exists no
field-free substrate region; however, it is noted that even for
the use of p-i-n diodes, the diffusion effect should be taken
into account in an underbiased operation. Furthermore,
the diffusion effect is enhanced for SSB detectors when one
uses them in an underbiased operation, since a depletionlayer thickness is proportional to the square root of an
applied bias and then the thickness of a field-free substrate
region increases.
III. CALCULATED

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Numerically
calculated results using the threedimensional theoretical model described in Sec. II are
shown in this section, and thereby the importance of the
charge-diffusion effect in the substrate region is demonstrated. The comparison between this new model and the
conventional model of charge collection from a depletion
layer alone is then made.
The solid curves in Fig. 4 show numerical results using
Eq. (33) with ddep= 2 18 ym and various values of L,
namely, L=O, 25, 50, 75, 100, and 125 pm. The lowest
curve in Fig. 4 corresponds to L=O; this curve has commonly been utilized for the SSB response in most plasma
x-ray papers published previously. The value of ddep was
supplied by an SSB manufacturer.27 The accuracy of the
data supplied was, for instance, confirmed experimentally
by using pulse-height analyses3’ The SSB parameters described above are chosen for the calibration experiments of
a SSB detector using synchrotron radiation. (The preliminary results which support our new theoretical model are
reported in Ref. 2 1. ) Here, we chose an SSB detector with
a thick wafer of 360 pm so as to satisfy the relation of
ds> L. The x-ray response using this wafer thickness as a
depletion layer13 is also shown by the top trace (dashed
curve) in Fig. 4. As we described, the value of L for our
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FIG. 4. X-ray energy response of a SSB detector qssn [ = Qr/l,l,;
see Eq.
(33)]. The following parameters of our SSB detector [utilized in our
calibration experiments (see Ref. 21)] are substituted into lZq. (33) for
obtaining the totally collected charge Q, created by the x-ray flux from
plasmas IPlas; the depletion-layer thickness of 218 pm, and the diffusion
length L of 75 pm. For comparison, the results from L=O (charge collection in the depletion layer alone), 25, 50, 100, and 125 pm are depicted
by the solid curves. Also, the wafer thickness of 360 pm is assumed as an
x-ray-sensitive layer thickness for the dashed curve.

SSB detector is estimated to be 75 prn.15-17 Therefore, three-..
SSB-response models using (i) a depletion-layer thickness
alone, (ii) a total wafer thickness as a depletion layer,13
and (iii) our new treatment based on a combination of a
depletion-layer thickness and a diffusion length may be
compared and evaluated by fitting experimental calibration
datazl to the theoretical curves (Fig. 4).
Next, we compare the results from the onedimensional approximation in Sec. II A with those .from
the three-dimensional calculations in Sec. II B. The,threedimensional effect is particularly characterized by an additional term including ln( l+ppL)
[see Eqs. (32) and
(33)]. It is again noted that this term originated from the
integral of
d,

~-

s z=o

( )I
-i

exp( -lupz)

dr dz.

This means that the essential contribution from the threedimensional integral added to the result from the onedimensional effect comes from the second term of J expressed in Eq. (21).
On the other hand, an identical contribution from either one- or three-dimensional treatment is originated from
the following
integral calculations.
For the onedimensional case, this integral is
s,“:, J,dz=

Jl”I,
1 m;E
=gopp

$exp(

+dz
4

dz.

s z=o

(36)

On the other hand, for the three-dimensional model,
the first term of J in Eq. (21) results in the same value as
the integral of Eq. (36) [see Eqs. (28) and (29)], while the
second term in Eq. (21) provides the following threedimensional contribution [see Eq: (3 1 )]:
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PIG. 5. The comparison of the terms of In( 1 +@.)
and @/(&+
1)
with L=25 (the lowest trace), 50, 75, 100, 125, and 150 pm (the top
trace); these two terms are normalized by pp. The solid and dashed
curves correspond to each term, respectively. The latter term characterizes the one-dimensiona treatment, while the sum of both terms results
from the three-dimensional treatment [see Eq. (32) for the threedimensional diffusion model, and Eq. ( 14) for the one-dimensional diffusion model].

GZ

1 Jr=z

1 exp( -r)&]dz.
I-

\

&l

J

(37)

These integrals of E!qs. (36) and (37)) which are characterized by c~pL/( 1 +ppL) and ln( 1 +,c+),
respectively,
are numerically compared in Fig. 5, where these two values
are normalized by pp. A larger contribution of the integrated result including ln( 1 +,upL) is found in Fig. 5 particularly for hv < 10 keV, this tendency is remarkable for
the curves with larger values of L. It is also noted that for
x rays in the energy range of a few tens of keV the contribution from each term becomes comparable. This is easily
understood using the relation of ppL(1 for this highenergy x-ray region. At this limit, each term approaches
the same value of ,upL. (In Fig. 5, the values in the ordinate are normalized by pp; thereby, the curves approach
their corresponding values of L in units of cm. j
Furthermore, this dependence on L for SSB signals
indicates an intensive contribution from a substrate with a
larger value of L. This feature is seen in Fig. 5 and is
understood as follows: For a substrate with a smaller value
of L, high-energy x rays penetrate the substrate deeply and
are absorbed there, where the penetration length is characterized by (pp) -l. These x rays do not contribute to the
output signals of SSB detectors, since the diffusing charge
in the substrate is recombined within a short distance of
the order of L (see Sec. II B), and then the location of the
created charge reaching a depletion layer is restricted
within a shallow region from the depletion layer. This unfortunately makes it impossible to realize the expectation
of the validity of a silicon-wafer thickness as an x-raysensitive layer. l3
This characteristic feature depending on the length L
may give technical information on the design of partially
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PIG. 6. The signal contribution ratio of the charge-diiusion effect W,
from the substrate [Eq. (32)] to the collected charge created in the depletion layer f&r [Eq. (15)]. Parameters of the depletion-layer thickness
of 69 pm and L=25 (the lowest trace), 50,75,100, 125, and 150pm (the
top trace) are used. Note that this ratio becomes more than unity for
high-energy x rays when L becomes longer than 69 pm; that is, the
diffusion becomes predominant for a SSB signal.

---#rdfsry & [+p(
4
=gpp
exp(
-ppd
s2=0
X If

Qolw

depleted SSB detectors with high sensitivity; these deteo
tors are required to have a long range of L. For satisfying
this requirement, a doping rate of impurities as recombination centers should be minimized; this automatically
means the necessity of a thicker wafer as compared with
this length of L. However, it is noted that this requirement
is necessary only for the use of the partially depleted SSB
detectors in a current-mode operation, since the chargecollection time becomes longer with increasing L. Thus, in
a pulse-height analysis operation, L should be limited
within a corresponding length to a charge-collection time
of L/v as compared with a shaping time for the pulseheight analyses, where u is the thermal-diffusion velocity of
minority charge in a substrate. For this purpose, the optimization of doping impurities might be necessary.
Also, it is important to note that collected charge contributing to a SSB signal and originated from a depletion
layer is written as 1 -exp ( -ppddep ) for a unit x-ray influx;
in the cases with ,upddep( 1, the collected charge is approximately described as ppd,,,. This provides similar behavior
to the diffusion in the above-discussed limiting case with
ppL(1. Under these two limiting conditions of ,upL(l
(i.e., for high-energy x rays) and ppd,,,(l
the same contributions to a SSB signal from the substrate and the depletion layer are expected in the case with ddeP;2:L.
In the case with dd,,NL, a contribution from the
charge-diffusion effect in a substrate becomes dominant for
a SSB signal (Fig. 6); in this case, the effect of the variation
of a depletion-layer thickness depending on the supplied
bias to the SSB detector may be masked by a predominant
effect of the diffusion.
Figure 5 also evaluates the calculated results from the
one-dimensional approximation
(the dashed curve) as
Cho et al.
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compared with those from the three-dimensional treatment
(the sum of the values of the dashed and solid curves). A
previously published model for a CCD detector response
might become a reference for the one-dimensional approximation.i5-I7 However, in these papers, a factor off in Eq.
(14) is lacking; this originates from the assumption of
charge diffusion in the upward direction alone. As long as
the approximation of ppL/( 1 +ppL) zln( 1 +ppL) is satisfied under the condition of ,upL( 1, this simplified onedimensional model happens to provide suitable results; that
is, in actual experiments, the lack of a factor of 5 from this
simplified model is incidentally compensated by the threedimensional effect evaluated from the term of ln( 1 +ppL)
as depicted by the solid curve in Fig. 5 [see Eq. (37)]. As
we discussed above, this result is satisfied only in the higher
x-ray energy region (see again the overlap region of the
solid and the dashed curves in Fig. 5). However, the physical picture of each diffusion process (in particular, for the
diffusion direction) is essentially different in each treatment even though both of the previous mode1’5-‘7 and our
new model in Sec. II A are based on one-dimensional treatments. The three-dimensional effect discribed in both Eqs.
(36) and (37) as well as the property of ppL/( 1 +,upL)
zln( 1 +ppL) happens to provide a good agreement between the result from our three-dimensional model [i.e.,
the sum of Eqs. (36) and (37)] and the result from the
previous one-dimensional model with a single-directional
diffusion [i.e., the integral in Eq. (36) alone, but a factor of
2 being fortunately multiplied in the previous papers notwithstanding the use of the assumption of the singledirectional flo~].‘~-‘~ Note again that the factor off in our
one-dimensional treatment comes from the complete
minority-charge recombination for the downward-diffusing
charge.
The difference between the previous one-dimensional
approximation (see the dashed curves in Fig. 5 with the
multiplication of a factor of 2) and our three-dimensional
treatment (see the sum of the values of the solid and the
dashed curves in Fig. 5) becomes larger in the lowerenergy regions.
However, it is again fortunate that the contribution of
the charge diffusing from a substrate becomes relatively
smaller than the contribution of the charge created in the
depletion layer due to x rays with such lower energies.
Therefore, although the previous one-dimensional approximation seems to become worse for these low-energy x
rays, the total detector response masked by the contribution of the charge created in the depletion layer tends to be
fitted by the calculated results using the simplified onedimensional model.
Figure 7 shows the contributed fraction of diffusing
charge from a substrate Wc [Eq. (32)] to collected charge
created in the depletion layer Qdep [Eq. (15>]; here, the
parameters in Fig. 4 are employed. It is reasonable that an
appreciable contribution of the diffusion starts from the
energy beyond which the x-ray penetration through the
depletion layer into the substrate begins to be remarkable.
This critical energy may be found from the curve with
L=O in Fig. 4; the efficiency calculated from the use of the
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FIG. 7. The signal-contribution ratio of the charge-diffusion effect W,
from the substrate to the collected charge created in the depletion layer
&,. The parameters of a 2 1S-pm-thick depletion layer used in Fig. 4 and
the same values of L in Fig. 6 are employed.

depletion-layer thickness alone starts to decrease beyond
this energy because of the penetration of x rays.
Also, the ratio of the diffusion effect increases with
increasing L. This results from the increase of collected
charge due to the reduction of a recombination rate. In
Fig. 7, it is noted that this ratio becomes unity in the case
of ddeP=L.
The above-described method has been developed for
analyzing SSB data in a current-mode operation. This
method is essentially applicable to CCD data analyses.
This treatment might provide an alternative analyzing
method of evaluating the energy responses for imagesensor applications although recent theoretical papers on
CCD analyses tend to be prepared for the analyses in a
pulse-height analysis operation, for which time-derivative
terms may not be ignored because of a finite time for
charge collection limited by the shaping time. However, as
noted earlier, when the shaping time is longer than a
charge-diffusion time, the above compact formula may be
widely available.
Finally, it might be better to note the physical picture
described above; such a physical understanding of the
charge-collection mechanism will give useful information
on its future applications to three-dimensional imaging detectors as well as on a generalized understanding of semiconductor detectors, which might cover an essential common physics underlying SSB, CCD, and p-i-n diode
detectors.
IV. SUMMARY
A new theoretical model for x-ray energy responses of
partially depleted SSB detectors has been proposed in a
current-mode operation. A commonly utilized method for
SSB data analyses, which is based on a depletion-layer
thickness alone as an x-ray sensitive layer, is found to be
corrected although this method has widely been believed to
be valid for x-ray analyses in various types of plasmaconfinement devices for nuclear fusion research.
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